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ABSTRACT 

Most studies which seek to determine uncertainty bounds in predicting 
long-term indoor radon concentration from short-term measurements, do so 
assuming radon variability to be a random quantity. The objective of this 
paper is to evaluate the potential of decreasing these uncertainty bounds if 
one assumes indoor radon variations to be in part influenced by certain time
varying known physical driving forces. From daily averaged data from three 
occupied unmitigated residences, for which continuous measurements were taken 
for about a year, the stack effect (as also the ambient temperature) has been 
identified as the predominant physical driving force. We find that the 
uncertainty bounds for predicting long-term radon concentrations, when explicit 
=ecognition is given to the year-long variation in stack effect, are reduced 
drastically in one house, less so in another, and marginally in the third. 
Probable physical causes behind these observations are also discussed. A 
general mathematical equation is derived for predicting these uncertainty 
bounds in terms of climatic variability, a factor dependent: on house and 
surrounding soil characte=istics, and the strength of the physical model. 
Though the mathematical equation is correct within the f=amework of the 
assumptions made, more associated studies and analysis involving a larger data 
base are required before the benefits and scope of this technique could be 
fully appreciated in terms of practical applicability and relevance. 

This paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.s. Environment:al 
Protection Agency's peer and administrative review policies and approved for 
presentation and publication. 1 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

~he issue of defining bounds to the ~ncertainty associated with predicti~g 

:This work was funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
under Cooperative Agreement No. c~-817013. 
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the long-term (by which one generally implies, yearly) average 2 of indoor radon 
concentrations from single sho£t-term (i.e., 1 to 15 d.:w period) observat-fons 
has generated great inte·rest in the - radcm- tesearch comi:nunit;{. This has arisen 
not· pn,ly because of the practical ·· implications ih terms of" ·hea;Lth hazards to 
inhab~tants, but also because of ~anda£ory indoor radon testing laws ~required 
for realty transactions. The problem is especially complex given that-indoor 
radon concentrations vary widely during the day, fro~ day-to-day, .and often 
show strong seasonal pat terns which a re ·house sEeciJi_c '_sinc8 they depend -?POn : 
soil type;: · climate, ho'u-se . construction, !'ouse dynarrt;±_c:·s , -- and occupant beha,r ior 
( 1-5) . Though the humber of --studies addressing the issue ()f predicting yearly 
indoor radon l ·evels f r om short-t erm sc·r·e-ening t~sts :i,.s r~latively small, it 
would neverthe l ess be appropriat~ to _ start~y taking s~dck ·of past research in 
this are:a ;: ' 

There are basically two types of-~e~earch thrusts: (a) one ~hat involves 
analysis of survey data from a large number of houses~ for example ( qf,: and :(b) 
one that involves deta-'i:led: · analysis of a few houses in which -~ontinuous 
measurements have been performed · (3-5) . The advantage qf '· approach {a) is that 
it enables statistically rational and ge~~r~li~able uncertainty bo~n~s to be 
determined, while the disadvantage is that the unce_rtain.ty bounds _are rather 
la.r;ge. Ref. ( 6) finds an uncertainty range of 5 t imes the -~short- t erm.-s_creen i ng 
valu-e for 95% confidence level when no consideration is given to time of year, 

. . r 
a.nd: -of the order of 3 times when one· expl i cit l y considers t h e . season during 
wJlich th-e_ single measurement was 'pe r formed : · o n e. 'way of decreas i ng these 
unc_ertainty bounds is to perform ·a dditi onal stii'v e y ' .' t es t s ,wl.th stratified 
sampling· wbich ~ consists of partitio-ning 'the pop~'lat..J.O'n. into_ groups each of 
which is more homogeneous than the population_ itself : 'I;,he stratified sampling 
cpuld distinguish between season, - .,.geographic ~.ocatior:t, soil type, house 
construct:.on arrd ·equipment type . .. -. Such arr approa_di, ~hich has been used in 
previous studies, for example; Ref.· (-7); could_ be investiga:ted .l.n the framework 
of certain current programs, for -example, the Florid~ Radoq Research Program 
( FRRP) ( 8) • - - -

The basic disadvantage of approach (b) is th-~t praGt ical and gen·~~a-li zable 
uncertainty bounds are difficult ' t6 establish given th·e wide .differen.ce .s~ fr.om 
one house to another. However, what such an approach does provide is insight 
into the day-to-day variability of indoor radon concentrations and how and to 
'tJ hat exter-.t: these are affected by ~ l;l e. various climatic and house-specific 
parameters . Such information:·would also enable sound experimental design and 
proper identification of the sample strata i11 the t.rame._w,ork of approa_c;h (a) . , .. ~ . ~ - , .. . . 

';; 

-Indoor radon · concent-rations: 'va r y ·widely r. from_· d.ay-to-:-~day an-_d_ · 9--l:-sQ.: show 
strong _ seasonal :patterns: (4','5) .- A fo rme.r · sl;\l<;iy {9_}' .had sugge§~e_d- t:hac.·an 
ave~-a.ge o: screening 2nteasurements· taken _?~rin'g _ tw.o _ ,dif.fere~t. _season:;? 'of : the 
'Jea_r_ ·.-~q_ul:; provide a more satf is_factory · _estim(3.t;:~ - .9f ,the - -~~aJ:J.y ave:t;fl,ge ·than a . -.. 

- -- . . .· - - ·: .. ' . 
• ~ 1• '. : ·: -~ ... - . . - - • ~- • -:- ._ • - • : 

c~rrent scie ntific thinking seems to assume that t:--.e arithmetic 
:• meaQ .. <;:;;:-:centr.:tt;io;n --is, mq:r~.- representativ·e ·:af ' th·e:. expci~nire risk than. are 

·otner · .:.::2ices ,· such-_as median or : geometric ''mean_.- - · · ·- · 
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s-ingle measurement. A short-term measm;ement strategy which 
performing measurements during each ·Qf th.e -· four sea~ons of the year 
impractical in terms· o~. actual . imp:Lemept_~t~~g.} was shown to provide 
estimates withi_;'l 25~ ·_accuracy (when th~ :. ,associ-ated instrument 
overlooked) . · · .- · ·: · _. 

involved 
(although 
long-term 
er'ror is 

Parameter ~-ets_ a·ffecti_I)q indoor radon concent.t:-<;:tions can be divided into 
three groups_:· . T_he ' fJ:r~st;· iriS:;.ludes the intrinsic_ p_r~;p;e.rties of the soil and 
the' location and ' concenl:i:atioo _of . the radon source wit..l't ... respect to ·. the house. 
The second se·t is . mad~ up of . tfie cl'\~_iacteristics of ~.he :building sub-structure 
and super-struct~f.~ c;.n.d 'of .the .,. equip~ent .in ~the -house:; .. ,The third setc~ consists 
of climatic parameters like a.tcibient temperature, and wind magnitude and 
direction. The coupled influence of the second and third sets is generally 
acknowledged to be the pri!Jiary cause _of tne day-to-day year-:.long variabilit'l 
(5'f .:_ indoo:r radon· concen-trations, 'dhiie" 'the mean concentration level is largely 
influen'CE:id by th~·· first set · of parameters. ~.Not~ .t[l_p.J: the pr.ima:r::y concern in 
the present Stl;l'dy \s to cap,tur.e t~.~ -variability of radon ,and not to predict the 
magnit ud:'e of t ·he rcfeart concent'rati6ri. .level as such. 

.. ~~ -:: . . . ~ :- ; :. 

Thus, 2 predict'ihgo' · fong-1:er~ .. ;i:gddor::: :radon concentrations from short-:term 
measure~erits is e~sential~y- ~h uncert~in process since indoor ~aden 
concentrations vary. during t~e .· ye~r '<., .M.ost studies, though implicitly 
acknowledging ' that this·-~ v_ariat~9n :· is .~:t.h.e . result of variat·ion in certain 
physic.a'l- B.rfvt ng force·s, fia;J~ limi'ted the-mselves to treating ( i: e., analyZing) 
indoor · radon ' COJ!Cent.;a't'§.:o~~- ' 9,ata ~as ·.macle ·_up of 'random observation·s. ~ "The 
specific object.i:ve -~~-J:'hts·· .~'tudy , is to_- :.e.y_aluate ~a technique wh:ereby "the indoor 
radon data are analy-z-ed as_- being· th,e .r,esponse ,,of a · physical . .system subject to 
varying input ph'ysic·al · torc~s. -· Siiice ~.random : effects are bound t0 be present 
in any physical ·· syst:_erii, . ::1f~· total obse"rved .:z::.a.don variation over a year can be 
visualized as· . cons~$t~·ng · · ~o.f. · two compone.nts: a deterministic component 
'resulting from' certci{n ·physi'cal: forces, and an unexplained random component. 
The prac~ical relevance of such an approach is that it would have the potential 
of decreasing the uncertainty bounds~ at a prespecified confidence level, in 
pi:·e '&i-c·t:''rng the : long-tei:-in7 in_ao:or _J;:ado·n co_nceu'itrat:ion when a single short-term 
·mea.su:r<ement is· .-made··: ::.. · ';' · "< · : ... ·- ~ ' ~ - · 

~ . .... ~ - 2. [' :. - (:- :. ~~ :. : C_ - :-. ~ :~ . -- £ :· ~:: :.:; ~: E 

(•' .. :. . . . - c ." ::; _; ~- : :... -~ ": .- :~ r . .. ::- .. . -· ~ 

• • • 0 

-......... - oEscJ:_rr~Ttof.i of'· DATA 
·. · . ..- . . ... ;· 

~ · T-ti:j;s -·s'bidy: ·is· ·ba:se·<f·-o~n \re-~r--1o::rig dd'ntinuous data collected by Princeton 
University in three occupied resiclences, .• designate¢ !::i2:·, · H21;· and H22r ·{n the 
Elri!'\cet-0~ ar"e'a ol --N"ew_ :;re'rsey ·::~ "'H?: l~· ,.a . twa·..:~tory ~~uctu~e~wi~h .a full- basement 
mads: !:lfp of=-·ne:l.lo·..J< c £n·?§!r !...bJ.o~k _w~:l)..~, ',a!ft;i: an~ a~tacl')_ed,: g-a-rage th'a.t was buil·t "in 
!19.80 ; :- n· -f.\-as ; ve-ry · =f 'ft t =l 'e =tree :e;:Qy'ei- ) ind ~ s.i ts . ~n £: the ·.:.middle ··a f' ' se.ve!:'al acre·s 
cf ::~p~n ;., -a:a'Ao ·: :: H€ati"ng=- ls proti~l.'ea by l:i. ria·s -{ir-ed forced ai r heati:1g system 
•,.,rhile cooling is supplied by a centra l air-conditioner. Th e hou s~..J::Cl..§.3_ . .9'.;E.Ye1 
be d under the s .!..ab , •tJh ile the soil underneath i s relat:-rveTy inperrr.ea.ble. 

,.... - . .... ... · .... - -; .. .... .. 

H2~f--_ ±.s ~~a·· -~ipgJ~-~s.t9~·/ \oa;n~h:-~f;l_e 7~;~~~-: ~~-~t~ ~ ~-- ~~~:;t::fai ... bas~~.ent ;~ '·_t:he 
remainder of t~e r.o-tis_e_ being: of .. slab-Qn.-grade const:=uGtio'n; ':'his hc'use·~. · .. :hict": 
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is about 30 years old, is surrounded with trees. The .basement walls are of 
hollow cinder block. This house also has a gravel bed under the slab. The 
heating system is a gas furnace while. a central air-.conditioner supplies 
cooling. 

H22 is a 60 year old balloon-construction three-story house with a partial 
basement and floor drains. There is tree coverage on two ~ides while the other 
two sides are exposed. Unlike the other : two houses, the subslab material is 
soil. The h6use is heated by radiators, while cooling is p~ovided by a central 
air-conditioner. Because of this, the air handler is used only for cooling. 
Detailed de~cription~ of the houses and ~~ ~h~ continuous data taken during the 
p~riod the houses .. were unmitigated can be found in Ref. (4). 

:we l\a_ve screened and redu~ed tl'ie dataL ··stor-ed as 112 hour averages i .nto -dai.ly 
averages since this is more appropriate for this study. Periods :during -whic;h 
data were av_ailable for all three houses are given in Table 1, while the 
parameters . selected for analysis are described in Table 2. Variations in 
temperature differences are often more . appropriate than those of temperature 
to explai!l indoor radon variations, .( 4) . . For example, , differences between TB 
and TA have been designated as TBA in this study. Table 3 assembles the mean 
and standard deviation of the various para~eters over the entire perio~during 
'.vhich data were available. One notes that the standard deviations ar.e 
generally large compared to the mea~ values for rt}OS·t, _parameters. 

IDENTIFICATION OF PHYSICAL MOQEL 

The first step is to. describ_e the system in terms of a .· model. · One 
approach is to construct a physical. model _l:;lased _on mass .bSl-lances akin to that 
of, s~y, Ref. (10). _This app~oach i~ not only -involved mathematically but is 
also house specific in that the physical ·geometry of the house dictates the 
inclusion, or exclusion, . of certain air- and rad_on tlow paths' which themselves 
may be uncertain. An alternative approach, and ~he one adopted in this study, 
is_ to formulate a statistical model;. for example, a s .imple _linear regression 
model. We shall have to identify. _ the model _ parameters .. (i.e., the important. 
driving forces) and the regression coefficients from the data at hand. ;. 

Table 4 presents the correlation coeffi~ients : (see any statistics book, 
say (11), for definition] of the rasfon quantities- f.RNB and RNL) with the other 
parameters which , a~e described in Table 2. :TLA is strongly collinear with TBA 
and h~s not be~ri included in Table ~. - _We note . that _ the ·correlation
coeffi~ients of H2l ar~ stronges~ whii~ thos~~f H2 and H22 are lower [whicH' 
is consistent with Re·f. (4) J ._ What ;s most ,·surprising is that RNI:. ·variability: 
is much better e;.q:ilain"ea · (i.e.,· has stronger correlation coefficients) than 
that of RNB. One ·-JOuld have expected t he reve rse since the conventional 
understanding is that soil gas fi rst enters the house · ii-ia the · -saseffi'en_t ... fr.om 
·.v here it fi:nds_ its :o'<'~.ay . to t·he · li~ing ar~a by a · c'ombinat:i o n of' several 
house.,-spe(:ific pathways .. _Tbe _stack effect, · rep:r·esent·e·e · by-TBj\ · tan·d T:i:.A) , 'seems 
':o b€ft:t\e-~f\\ost importanc .[·again, :consistent ·>.i:i:th R"ef ." '(4) f '. The effect' c).f ~ HAC 
On ip,dpo-r r.a~O:n: : Va~\.i-eS iS ·: :smaller - (COrrelation COefficientS .. ci.lJout ·:-- 0 .''2·5'·) . 
~1ore<?'(er, ~ siQce. :TLA. ·-.a:nd H·Ac - .are· collinear,- :tner·e d:oe 's ·· not :. seem :to be much 
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incentive in using· regression models for r.·adon with HAC as a second variable 
(4) 3

• Though TSB s~ems collinear with RNL for H21, the interpretation of the 
TSB measurement as a physical parameter · may ·· be spurious, given that the 
temperature probe is close enough to the basement to be affected by both 
basement and soil temperatures (4). 

Table 5 assembles the values of the adjusted coefficients of determination 
(11), i.e., the ~adju~ted R2 value~ obtained by a linear regiession of indo6r 
radon parameters - (RNB. and RNL} with four different models. We note that there 
is much greater variation in quality ' of fit (i.e.,· in· R2 vaiu.es) of the 
regression models across houses than· between models. Whaie.ver variability the 
models fail to account for is dominated· by certain house-level factors that are 
not greatly influenced by the model parameter sets chosen. Radon models for 
H21 are gen'erally satis.factory (R2

: -- 0 ;:6 - 0. 8) despite the_ fact ·:th,'cit --~he 
ba-sement window was open during a large portion of the time :. ·On the other 
ha:nd, models -for RNB in H2 are extremely poor, an occurrence which could be 
attributed- to· the fact that 'the subsoii is relatively fine-gr_ained and 
compacted· t 'hereby offering large resistance to radon migration in ". the soil. 
Consequently,·· for the same magnitude of the forcing functions, the _ r ·esulting 
variation in indoor radon levels would be :I."ess important than in other: houses. 
Models for- RNB in H22 are :.also poor ; Probable causes are that the house has 
distinct- zones ' and prior experiments indicate the presence of short-circuit air 
flow paths from the subslab to the attic via the walls. · 

We find that models -with TA (Model 1) ' or TBA (Model 2) are equally good 
while there does not seem to be any advantage in including HAC as an additional 
parameter . . : - A' p'revious · study (12) 'had ·indicated that at half-hour time 
intervals the ph:ysical mechanism affecting radon entry int·o ·the basement is 
akin to a one-way valve dictated by · -terriperat'ure differences· bet·ween soil, 
basement, and : ambient. Consequently~ · · we · have a].so investigated' a model 
explicitly separ a ting the positive and negative-values of TBA. This pertains 
to Model 3 - of - Tabie ~S . ~ We ~ ncite that, tho~gh Model 3 has higher R2 - values, the 
improvement · .s · ·g e n erally only ··a ·--few percentage points and does not just if ~/ 
the added :compl exity i n ':t he model structure · when :daily time scales of averaging 
are used:· . .. " . .. . ·: ' --

. .: . We :have .also': investigated' model st'l:uc"tures of- the' form : RNB, RNL = f (TBA -
<;:}' .where c :· is ~·coefficient <: to ' be · determined by : regre ss i on and the+ sign 

indicates :that .. only posi:ti:ve :varu·es are ·' retained :j,:n. the' reg~ession anal,ysis. 
This~·rnodel structure, it will be noted, is akin ·to th'at u·se·d in · building · e~nergy 
Stl,idi.es where COmfcixt-- en·erg·y reqUirement-s~ ate .' o fte n:· regreSs~d ar;tainst d,egree
da y$. _ H3l; F TheFimproveme:nt. ih~' -R2-: valties 6£ such a mode l · "'ver those of 'Models 

!.. --
~ . .. ,. :. . . . . . : :. . 

::: .. . - ;. 

. . .. - . ,. . . ., . . ... · . .. ...._ ~ ! • • : 
... 
; . 

-~- .. l $ - ~ --::. · . :: - - --=- ··· :·· :..:·:: ::_ .. - ... ; - ·~·:-:"'~~ -~-- - : : r.~ - ···:- . ..: - .... - -- -
. . On.~ of .th.e .f.i-n.dings of·. Ref -.:. : (4.} . wa s . thar there_ ;i...;as -rimit:ea-~= i £ ·no , 
;x.ri~e~t; ~.v.~ ~·n : ~ o F.~~-I a:~ i~-~ -~ EJ1,9¢...e~'l- ~. for:· i'ndDo:r· ,'r:auor{ ~levels ·-· over the ..: enc ife 

. ;,Y;_ec'!~ ~tl ~ c b L ipoluded t!AC a.s a- -s~e,cond- ·var,i·a:ble ; ... -: Rowev~.r - -:r·a:r:. models ~ en a 
s.easona l . b~ s i s.; ... :.he·- i~:H: lus.iq_~· l q! . f;lAC does ~ i:mpro.ve :t'he- r tr.odeJ:s' .2 ::>'f hEis,e · 

~c·~ -n~lu~:j:.qns a : e".~owe~~-e.z;_· ~pee if ip_: .'to:: the· s:coipe:~ ,of ·Ref .... : ('4 ):' · which . 'Nas -:· : 
llmltea to th ree r esidences in central New Jersey . 
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1 and 2 was at most a few percentage points~ while R2 values were lower than 
those of Model 3. 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO &~ALYZING INDOOR RADON DATA 

In this section we shall seek to determine whether, and by how much, the 
two following approches of analyzing data narrow down the confidence bounds, 
or alternatively, the percentiles (11): 

(a) entire variation of indoor radon concentration over the year is random. 
As noted earlier, this is the approach followed by most studies to 
date. In this case we shall merely inspect the data series of the 
normalized variable (RN/RN) where RN could be either RNB or RNL, and 
RN is the long-term (i.e., the annual) average of RN; 

(b) variation of indoor radon concentration is partly the result of 
variation in certain known physical forces which drive indoor radon. 
Only the residual variation, or the variation in indoor radon no't 
explained by the model, is random. 

The statistical analysis in the previous section suggested [as also di'd""· 
several studies, say ( 4) ] that the most influential parameter which explains· 
indoor radon levels is the stack effect, characterized by TBA or by TA. The 
following model structure is used to describe the ou1:_put of the system: 

-~ 
RN~ 

where 

( 1) 

RN could be either RNB or RNL, 
a · and b' are the intercept and slope of the linear regression line1 

subscript i represents individual observations, and - ' RN is quant~ty deduced from the model rather than from measured data. 

If TBA and RN are the long-term (i.e., the annual) · ·averages of TBA and RN, 
respectively, then 

""' "' (RN ) RN1 ) (a' + b' · TBA~) /(a' + b' TBA) (2) 

"' Subsequently, replacing RN 1 by RNu we have 
A 

RN~ = RN1 · (a' +b' · · TBA) / (a' +b ' · TBA
1

) 

1'\ 

• f • 

Note t!".at RN, would be the .. value of· the-long-term "indoor radbn coricent ~:at.i.~A.s: ~ · 
predicted from a-n individual or snort-term obse·~vation RN

1 
by -applyi~g tl}e 

temperat~re cor~ction approach. Finally, this value has been normalized by 
dividing ~t by RN, where RN is the long-term average of RN deduced from data 
(and assembled in Table 3). The data available for all three houses have been 
processed ~oth as explained above and also by assuming them to be random; i.e., 
by rr.erel y d ividing the RN 1 values b y RN. 
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The percentiles of the associated distribution of daily values without - ...-::::. -
(i.e., of (RN~/RN) data series] and with (i.e., of (RN1 /RN) data series] 
temperature correction are given in Fig. 1. We note that there is a marked 
decrease in the uncertainty bounds for the indoor radon levels of H21, a 
smaller improvement in H22, and negligible improvement for H2. These are 
consistent with the R2 values of the associated regression model, i.e., higher 
the R2 value, more the improvement. The interpretation of the numbers in Fig. 
1 is straightforward. For example, the results of RNL for H21 seem to indicate 
that we could hope to narrow the 90% uncertainty bounds in predicti:1g the 
annual radon levels from a factor of 2.4 with no temperature correction down 
to 1.4 when the temperature correction is applied. 

p 

STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY TO DETERMINE BOUNDS ON PREDICTION ACCURACY 

The scope of the evaluation in the previous section was limited since actual 
data from qn~y three houses in the Princeton area were available. Though we 
were unable ' to demonstrate a significant advantage in our approach, reappraisal 
in the · framework of future studies seems justified. In this section, we shall 
derive a mathematical equation to predict the theoretical uncer~ainty bounds 
resulting from our physical approach. This would permit our approach to be 
ge_neralized to any climate and to different types of houses and soil 
conditions. 

We shall assume a simple linear model structure between indoor radon 
concentration and a single driving force (say, ambient temperature since it is 
a variable easier to obtain than TBA, and has been found to be as good a 
predictor of RN as is TBA) such as: 

RN = a + b · TA ( 4) 

Given inherent "noise" in the data and also that the effects of other 
driving forces are overlooked, the model will not be a perfect fit. This can 
be represented statisti~ally as (ll): .. . ' 

( 5) 

where e: is the error term in the individual observations. 
~:. . 

The model implies that the observe'd ;RN variability cg_p),.d be due to a large 
variability in the driving force (i.e:~~~ : TA) ::· along with a · small coupling 
coefficient (i.e., b) or vice versa. Thus we have separated th.e problem of 
lor:-q-::t~~~ - ~ns9qi; ~~.?9.~ ya __ x;i~ab;i..lity : i~t::o ~ a l_ocation-dependent-- -C-limatic effect 
~nd .. -;:r - 'ct·i ·:u'a·r:e.:..: i ri.dep,ende_n{_, : ~ . to:ca t ion-::-, . -and .· house-::- character i&-t i 'c s ~deoe nden t e"'-=-e·cr :- --~·.- ... ;:.:: .:: .. ~ .·.. -- - -.c. . . .. .. - - . .. :. ~ _ _ ,., - ~-- - ~ ·- • 

-.L. ~: ~-- ·.~: , . . . .:.... .• , .. :::-. E:.i .: . .: - · .• ~~· '. ' .... . ... , .. . 

- ~ .. : ~ ~ ·-:~:: .. ; ::. ; · ~:=: ... - ~- .; ... ; : :~: : ~-::· .. ~ -: ::- . ;_ .,.,_, 1. .. -~ •• ~ ..... • ~ • 
'· ·: 

. ; ::. ~ .. -:-:.; ~ 
,._ . . ' .: -~ ~ . ,. .. I' -- - - ... - --_:; . ·- .. 

.. " ~ . ;_-- ._, - ·-. 
[ .. - : ... .- .... ::-. .. :: .. 

": :: .... :.: .: ' .. 
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If the variables RN and TA are assumed to be normally distributed variablesl 
with no serial correlation, e will be normally distributed, have zero mean, and 
a constant variance of cr 2 (E); i.e., homoscedasticity is assumed in the basic 
physical process. Let n be the number of observations and R2 the goodness
of-fit 'of the model given by eq. (4). Then, from the definition of R2 (11): 

n ·"'- RN) 2 ~ (RN1 -
l• l 

Rz = ( 6) 

n RN> z ~ (RN1 -
1•1 

A 
where RN1 is the model predicted value [from eq. (4)], 

RN, is the observed value, and 
RN the long-term average of RN . 

. :usa 
n /', n 

~ (RN1 - RN) 2 = ~ b2 (TA1 - TA) 2 
1-l l•l 

-2 ~:A,) ... b2 TA · (n-1) crz 

Introducing this in ( 6) have eq. we 

( 7) 

(; ·) 
b2 

(T:A') RN crz TA crz 
Rz 

( 8) 

From the above and from the definition of R2, we f~nd 

(9) 

The standard deviation of the standardized quantity ( E1 /RN) , which is 
analogous to the Coefficient of Variation (11), is finally obtained 

.. 
(10) 

Eq. no) is si,mply an equation which correlates :::.e· variatio·n (quanti-fied 

.... . 'Seve !:.a.l studies -(-:-o-r exa-mple Ref . ·{4)) ha._;e · :~ .und that the variab l e 
7~. (and ':'SA) e :-:hib.:.ts a normal d:istribution over an entire year, ·..,rh i le 
i:1-door .::adon \rariables have no consistent. aoreem.er.: with eit:he r a nor-:':'la l 
~r a · log ... ·no·rmal ct:.:s·td.but!ion , · thoogh ; the la-tter ~3 - usually bet: er- . 
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by the standard deviation)' -' of RN ' not explained by the mo·del in terms of three 
sets of parameters describing: 

(a) location specific variation in the ambient temperature; ~.e., 
cr (TA1 /TA) ; 

(b) house and surrounding soil dependent quantity specified by the factor 
(a/b), which has units of °C; and 

(c) strength of the regression model between RN and TA designated by the 
R2 value. Recall that the physical interpretation of the R2 value is 
that it represents the percentage of the total variation in the 
response variable explained by (i.e., directly the result of variation 
in) the exogenous variable. 

Since the variables RN1 and TA~ are assumed to be normally distributed, the 
critical values at different significance levels would correspond to the 
uncertainty ratios at differen1: probability levels. For example, a 95% 
probability level would correspond to (2 · cr) [see Ref. (11)]. 

The above derivation could be easily extended to linear model structures 
with more than one driving force. One could adopt a similar methodology for 
the more-often-encountered case when the variable RN is not normally 
distributed while the variable TA is. 

APPLICrlTION TO ACTUAL DATA 

We shall illustrate how eq. ( 10) could be applied to specific locations. 
From 1 year's data of daily TA values provided by NOAA (14), we find for the 
Princeton atea,~.cr (TA)~ 8.5°C while fA= 12.8°C. Values a= the parameters a 
and b of eq. ( 4) a~-~ assembled in Tabf.e 6 for the three houses. From Table 6, 
we find (a/b) factors for RNB to be 78 for H2, 21.8 for H21, and 145 for H22. 
Interestingly, H21 is a one-story residence; H2, two-star~·, and H22, three
story. Thus one notes that (a/b) factors seem to increase with the height of 
the building. This observation is perhaps premature and needs to be evaluated 
further. 

How t'he ·theoretical standard deviat{on of the variable (t:JRN) would vary 
with R2 for a wide range of (a/b) v~lues for the Princeton area is shown in 
Fig. 2 generated from eq. ( 10) . From the - :. limited numb-er. :)f "'houses studied 
~ ~other than H21 where basement w'{ndo~w openirtg ma~y be an abno:::-mal occurrence), 
values of (a/b) are in the 80-150 range. Even for low values' of R2 {=-0. 2), one 
notes that the temperature correction approach could res~lt in prediction 
.interv;als at the . 95c%-:-cgntideoce· tevel ·( ·i :.e-., 2 ~ stancta>:::·::: · deviations) not 
·:.e.:<ceeding 1. {. -':'his -is a siq:~ificant observat:ion since it implies that 
\..:ncert,;.inty bounds of predictio::. can be drasticall-y--r-e-duce:i -- by··-·tnrr· · pn:y-sical 
approach _even i:~ a house •,..rnere ~he _indoor =~a-_doQ ~ y_ar i2.tli:lity:c - is weakly 
:.n£1-.uein-cect· by variat-i~=n:· r::.}h:e_ !~:~-~¥.~_~t_£ec_!:~ - -: --; .. : , · ... _ _ : -.·:,- ·- · 

.:..s:. 3 preiiMin,;.r~· · ··il-:.\/si·!::'a_ i: 'i'Qr: -~ ~: "I:~~l.e" 7 assemble_$ ·_ '•'~l~~ -s: of cr (TAl and Tr. 
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for a few locations in the U.S for different averaging times. To within one 
decimal accuracy, the arithmetic mean is essentially independent of averaging i 
time interval while the standard deviation decreases with length of averaging 
interval. If the standard deviation values for each location are normalized 
with respect to the 1-day value, we note that the decrease with averaging time 
is fairly linear and location independent (Fig. 3) . Thus, '..le note that an 
averaging interval of 15 days will lead to a 35% decrease in the standard 
deviation of the ambient temperature variability over the year as compared to 
a 1-day time scale of averag-ing, while an averaging interval of 1 week would _ 
result in a 20% decrease. Though an exponential fit to these data points would 
be more accurate,· we find that a linear fit :to the normalized standard 
deviation versus averaging time (in ~ays) yields an R2 of 0.93 with a slope of . ·:· r . 
-0.023 (SEM = 0.002). 

The possible range of variation of the factor (a/b), representative of the ~ 
soil conditions and house construction practices prevalent in widely different ' 
geographic locations in the U.S., is unknown at present. Either analyzing 
existing radon survey data or gathering data explicitly for this purpose may : 
be tasks worth evaluating in the framework of future radon projects. An \ 
alternate, and perhaps more promising, approach is to infer the parameters a 
and b from the house response when certain simple "stressed" experiments on the 
house are performed. Such experimental protocols have yet to be satisfactorily 
formulated and validated, but initial attempts are underway in the Research 
House Study of the FRRP ( 8) . Efforts such as the above would, hopefully, 
permit numerical values of a and b to be specified dependent on generic 
building construction type and soil conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The physical approach advocated in this study, whereby one visualizes indoor 
radon variations as the response of a physical system acted upon by certain 
varying and known forces, has ' been show~ to have the pot~ntial of decreasing 
the uncertainty bounds associated with the problem of having to predict long
term indoor radon levels from short-term screening tests. The physical system 
can be described by a regression model with the st~ck effect as the _single most , 
influential driving f~rce. How such a model apprdach fares with re§pect ~o the 
conventional procedure, df assuming inddor radon variab~lit~ t; · be~random, has 
been evaluated with daily averaged data for over a year in three occupied 
houses. . It has . been found to be distinctly advantageous ; · irt . one house, 
moderately advantageous in another, and marginally so in the third. 

The · theoretical uncerta-inty bounds of predicticir{ ·resultin'g f'~6m·the physical 
approach can be predicted f -rom a mathematically· de-r±ye'd.. ~-qu~iioh ~xpressing the :: 
normalized standard deviation of the ~~riation of indo6r r~dori ·riot explained 
by the model (i.e. the random componen t) , i_n terms of tbree se~s o.f parameters: 
location-dependent stat:iS:tics of· ambi'ent: tempera tor~· •. §. -~acto !: ,de.scr ibing the 
coupling between tht;t : soTJ> a·nd "t ·he hous-e ,: ~ ·a~d ~~E!:· : ~t'-r-~ ngth _ o.E t he- regression 

_ :m0:del : .. tlow the . equac.-ion ··could be app lied to J,'ntl:ivJ~uaJ_ gepg"r;aphic locations 
0~~ . c.;:_en i..J....lu s t:ra r:ed 'by. ~: generat.~ir\g a 'f. gur·t= of· he h eoret ::.ca l uncertai nt y 
bounds ~o r :he Pr~nc et o ~ area. An important observation is that the strength 
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of the regression model is not a significant parameter provided the 
corresponding R2 values of the regression model are greater than about 0.2, 
thereby suggesting that the approach could pe ,potentially useful over a variety 
of housing stock and soil conditions. However, more associated studies and 
analysis involving a larger data base are required before the benefits and 
scope of the present technique could be fully appreciated in terms of practical 
applicability and relevance. 

' - . . - . 
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House 

H2 

H21 

H22 

TA 

TB 

TL 

TBA 

TLA 

HAC 

RNB 

RNL 

TABLE 1. :PERIODS DURING WHICH DATA WERE AVAILABLE . . 

Period 

10/15/1986 - 6/24/q,s.7 . 

1/15/1988 - 10/31/1988 

3/11/1988 - 9/28/1989 

No. of 
Months 

8 

10 

18 

TABLE 2. DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS CHOSEN FOR THIS STUDY . 

Ambient dry-bulb temperature, ("C) 

Basement temperature, (°C) 

Living area temperature, (°C) 

Difference between basement and ambient air temperatures, ("C) 

Difference between living area and ambient air temperatures, ("C) 

Fraction of the time during which the heating and air-conditioning 
equipment was on, 

Radon level in the basement, (pCi/L) 

Radon level in the living area, (pCi/L) 
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TA 

TB 

TL 

TBA 

TLA 
~j 
I lf!1 C 
!.J 

o RN8 

RNL 

H.tJB 

HtJL 

'l'/'.BI.I:: J. M~:AN AND STANDARD DLO:VlATION OF CERTAIN IMPORTANT PAHAMI::TERS FOR 
ALL THREE HOUSES OVER THE ENTIRE PERIOD QF DATA AVAILABILITY. 

112 H21 H22 
Ari til-- Geo- Arith- Geo- Ar ith- Geo -
rnc~ tic ,SL _ 'metr j c me tic St;. metric me tic St. metric 
Mean bev . ·Mean Mean Dev . 

.. 
Mean Mean Dev. Mean 

: 

(OC) I '7 .'4 8 . 52 1 - 12.5 8.64 13.8 8.80 
I 

I• ! 

( OC) i 16. 1 2 . ~~6 . : 16 ; 0 19.4 2.06 19.3 23.2 3.75 
I 

( oC ) . ' i 9' . 8 
I 

2 .73 i1 9. 3 21.1 2.81 20.9 21.4 2.44 21.3 

("C ) 8 .6 6 . 72 I l - 6.8 7.92 9.4 9 . 48 ., 
(JC) 12.1 """ . 9~ - I 8.2 6.61 7.2 6.62 

(- ) 0.20 0 .151 0.18 0.214 0.16 0.273 

( pCi~Ll 22.8 1 q .21 21.4 93.0 106.25 42.4 63.6 46.44 49.9 
I I 

(pC i /iL ) .. '5. j . 5i . 44 13.6 36.8 39.82 19 . 8 13.6 11.03 8.2 
1 

TABLE 4 . CORRELATION COEF'FICIENTS OF RADON WITH PHYS:ICAL PARAMETERS USING THE ENTIRE 
DAT:A S __ ET . . THE., .VARIABLE TLA HAS NOT BEEN INCLYDED SINCE IT IS STRONGLY 
CO~LINEAR WITH· 'TBA, AND THE STRENGTH OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF 
TIII:S VARIAB LE WITH . RADON LEVELS IS ESSENTIA;LLY SIMILAR TO THAT OF TBA . . 
H2 H21 H22 

TA TBA HAC TSB TA TBA HAC TSB TA TBA HAC . , 

Q. 12 ·-o·. o'g - 0.24 -0.81 0.78 -0.20 0.04 0.05 -0.12 -0.23 
I 

-0 . 52 0 . 4 ') 0 .2 9 -0 . 84 0 .87 - 0 . 0 2 0. 5 1 - 0 : 5 6 0 . 5 4 -0.29 
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!lli§ 
H2 
H21 
H22 

RNL 
H2 
H21 
H22 

TABL~ 5. ADJUSTED R2 VALUES OF DIFFERENT INDOOR RADON MODELS USING DAILY 
AVERAGE DATA. 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 
0.66 0.62 0.64 0.67 
0.02 0.01 0.04 

0.26 0.23 0.26 0.26 
0. 71 0.76 0.81 0.81 
0.31 0.29 0.30 

Model 1 : RNB, RNL= f (TA) Model 3: RNB, RNL f [(TBA)", (TBA) ·1 
Model ., . RNB, RNL f (TBA) Model 4: RNB, RNL f (TA, HAC) "- · 

. 
TABLE c. VALUES OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF DAILY AVERAGE 

INDOOR RADON USING THE LINEAR MODEL IN TA (Eq. 4) . 

RNB RNL 
Intercept SEM Slope SEM Intercept SEM Slope SEM 

(pCi/L) (pCi/L/°Ci (pCi/L) (pCi I !:..jOC) 

;.. -H2 21.72 0.94 0.28 0.16 17.71 0.43 -0.33 
H21 213.30 6.70 -9.99 0.44 85.41 2.33 -3.87 
H22 50.62 4.70 0.35 0.29 23.35 0.93 -0.71 

TABLE 7 . YEARLY MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF DAILY AVERAGE AMBIENT 
TEMPERATURE fOR A: FEW LOCATIONS [FROM DATA SUPPLIED BY REF. (:..4) 

FOR 1978] ; THE ARITHMETIC MEAN VALUE FOR ALL LOCATIONS !S 
ESSENTIALLY NOT, AFFECTED BY THE TIME SCALE OF AVERAGING. 

· ~ I ... 
City I . ~ State ~·Mean Standard Deviation (°C) 

- ... ·.'(?C.) ... ~ -day 3-Ray 7-da~ . 15-day 

.. 
l.Atlant:..: ·::ity .. NJ - 12~8·: 9.8 9 . 0 8.2 6 .2 
2.Houst.cr: ·Tx 19.3 ::J . 2 •. "'5 . 2\ , .. : '· 7 ... 9 6.5 J.. ~ ... 
3.Miami ;<"" :fL I 24.3 4 ;.4 : . .3 . 8' 3 :-_s z . 7' <.." 

~.Newark NJ I 12.6 ·' 9 ~~ 8. 7- 7:6 5 . 1i 
.. 

.. 
5. Po::clar.i OR 12.9 6.0 5 . 5 5.0 -1 .0 
·~. Tallaha::::ee :· f~ 19.1 7.4 6 . 8 6.3 4.9 

15 

_. 

... 

0.04 
0.15 
0.06 
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the regression model given by eq. (1) are also shown. 
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independent. 
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